Campus Recruitment Opportunity – 2013 Batch

(Only for Unplaced Students)

Job Title : Product Manager / Game Designer

Eligibility : Fresher (Students with good understanding of mobile Applications / Games)

Any Graduate or Post Graduate, No Cut off percentage

Locations : Noida

Package : 2 LPA To 3 LPA

Job Profile:

It’s a great opportunity for the young talent of your campus, to work with the smartest app brains in the country at the fastest growing android app company of India.

So you’ve been spending all your days using facebook, whatsapp, instagram, twitter and tumblr on your mobile phone. Also, off lately you’ve got addicted to playing temple run, words with friends, 4 pics one word, icon quiz and speed racing in between work or classes or on your metro commutes. You definitely don’t have a job you love and to make matters worse you’ve got parents who are worried about your mobile addiction.

At times you feel what if you were paid to do stuff on your phone all day. Play and discover cool new games, try out latest social networks, brainstorm your own cool game ideas, dating apps and every random heck that strikes your creative weird head and sip good coffee and eat maggi all day.

We make you the product manager for the coolest upcoming android games and social networks. It’s like you decide the secret sauce of the next hip game that reaches a million downloads and becomes the craze among all your friends.

All you do throughout the day is analyses games, brainstorm ideas and then work with designers and developers to ensure that they make what you think your friends are gonna love, and that’s it. No boring stuff, no excels, no PPTs, no numbers, in short no bs. We hate them more than you.

Just sit back, eat junk, sip nimbo paani, play games or apps, understand what makes them addictive, think of more similar elements and tie them up to make a great app or game and you become the creator of the next angry birds, temple run or may be the moron test :-)

So if this lifestyle you think is made for you, then hurry up and apply.

How to Apply? (Read Carefully, Very important)
1. Interested & Eligible students need to **click both the links mentioned below**.

   **Apply Now**

   https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/viewform?fromEmail=true&amp;formkey=dHBNNWtTRU9sLXdVaDFzckZ6d3Q1ekE6MA

2. Once applied students have to appear in the Interview process or else his / her name will be blacklisted and no further opportunities will be provided.

3. Last date to apply for this proves is **Friday, 28th June 2013 by 11:00 am**.

4. Interview Date, Time & Venue Will be informed through Email

5. **Apply only if you are ready to join this job. After final selection student cannot back out or else he /she will be blacklisted for ever from ATPC.**

6. Entries received after the above mentioned date & time will automatically be deleted.

   
   *Best of Luck*

   
   **Prof. (Dr.) Ajay Rana**

   Director